
Bayes Filter Due TODO

Answer the following questions on an easily-read separate piece of paper. Show your work.

Bayes’ Rule

The King Hall workers realize they have ordered insufficient buffalo chicken patties, and decide to make do with what they
have available. Each table is given a tray of 20 sandwiches. On the table on your left, 4 out of the 20 are made of rat. On
the table on your right, 2 out of the 20 are made of rat. You ask a plebe to steal you a sandwich from one of the two nearby
tables. The probability that he chooses each table is p(left) = p(right) = 0.5.

1 Let us assume the plebe runs to the table on your left and steals a sandwich. What is the probability it is rat? (p(rat|left))

Solution p(rat|left) = 4/20 = .2

2 Now, let us assume the plebe runs to the table on your right and steals a sandwich. What is the probability it is rat?
(p(rat|right))

Solution p(rat|right) = 2/20 = .1

3 You didn’t watch him choose a table. You eat your sandwich, and realize it is rat. For each table, what is the probability
your sandwich came from that table? (p(left|rat) and p(right|rat)).

Solution

p(left|rat) =
p(rat|left)p(left)

p(rat)

=
(.2)(.5)

p(rat)

p(right|rat) =
p(rat|right)p(right)

p(rat)

=
(.1)(.5)

p(rat)

p(rat) =.15

p(left|rat) =
0.1

.15
=.67

p(right|rat) =
0.05

.15
=.33

4 After observation, you realize your plebe chooses to steal from the table on the right about twice as often as the table on
the left (p(right) = .67, p(left) = .33). Now, what is the probability your sandwich came from the left table?
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Solution

p(left|rat) =
p(rat|left)p(left)

p(rat)

=
(.2)(.33)

p(rat)

p(right|rat) =
p(rat|right)p(right)

p(rat)

=
(.1)(.67)

p(rat)

p(rat) =.133

p(left|rat) =
0.066

.133
=.5

p(right|rat) =
0.067

.133
=.5

Bayes’ Filter

Our door-opening robot from the notes has been improved, so it is now capable of both opening and closing doors, with the
following results:

• If the door is open, and the robot tries to open it, there is a 90% chance it remains open, and a 10% chance it gets
caught on the manipulator and closes.

• If the door is closed, and the robot tries to open it, it succeeds 75% of the time.

• If the door is open, and the robot tries to close it, it is successful 85% of the time.

• If the door is closed, and the robot tries to close it, it accidentally opens it 50% of the time (it is not a good mechanism).

Additionally, the sensor has the following error rates:

• If the door is closed, the sensor reports this correctly 80% of the time.

• If the door is open, the sensor reports this 70% of the time.

We have observed that 75% of the time, the door is initially closed (p(x0 = open) = 0.25).

5 The robot encounters the door and tries to open it. What is the probability the door is open?

Solution

p(x1 = open|u = push) =p(x1 = open|u = push, x0 = open)p(x0 = open)

+ p(x1 = open|u = push, x0 = closed)p(x0 = closed)

=(.9)(.25) + (.75)(.75)

=.788

6 The robot then observes the door is closed. Given your solution to the last problem, what is the probability the door is
open? If you were unable to get an answer to the previous problem, use a probability of p(x1 = open) = .75.
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Solution

p(x1 = open|o = closed) =
p(o = closed|x1 = open)p(x1 = open)

p(o = closed)

=
(.3)(.788)

p(o = closed)

p(x1 = closed|o = closed) =
p(o = closed|x1 = closed)p(x1 = closed)

p(o = closed)

=
(.8)(.212)

p(o = closed)

p(o = closed) =.406

p(x1 = open|o = closed) =
(.3)(.788)

.406
=.582

7 The robot then tries to close the door, after which, it observes that the door is closed. What is now the probability the
door is open?

Solution

p(x2 = open|u = pull) =p(x2 = open|u = pull, x1 = open)p(x1 = open)

+ p(x2 = open|u = pull, x1 = closed)p(x1 = closed)

=(.15)(.582) + (.5)(.418)

=.296

p(x2 = open|o = closed) =
p(o = closed|x2 = open)p(x2 = open)

p(o = closed)

=
(.3)(.296)

p(o = closed)

p(x2 = closed|o = closed) =
p(o = closed|x2 = closed)p(x2 = closed)

p(o = closed)

=
(.8)(.704)

p(o = closed)

p(o = closed) =.652

p(x2 = open|o = closed) =
(.3)(.296)

.652
=.136

Kalman Filters

8 You are working with a rangefinder with error parameters c = 1.5, σ = .75. In testing your rangefinder, you set it up 10m
away from a wall. What is the probability it will return a reading of 14m?

Solution

>>> normpdf(14,1.5*10,.75)

0.21868009956799153
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9 Below is the beginning of a program to iteratively perform the Kalman filter algorithm in one dimension. Finish the
program, and submit it as kalmanHW.

from math import *

import sys

def kalman(mu, sigma, u, b, sigU, o, c, sigO):

#code

return (mu, sigma)

mu=float(sys.argv[1])

sigma=float(sys.argv[2])

c=float(sys.argv[3])

sigO=float(sys.argv[4])

b=float(sys.argv[5])

sigU=float(sys.argv[6])

while True:

u=float(raw_input("Distance travelled? "))

o=float(raw_input("Distance observed? "))

(mu,sigma)=kalman(mu, sigma, u, b, sigU, o, c, sigO)

print mu, sigma

Sample run:

taylor@albert:~/Desktop/bayesStuff/kalmanFilter$ python kalman.py 10 5 1 4 2 3

Distance travelled? -1

Distance observed? 7

7.32 3.29848450049

Distance travelled? 1

Distance observed? 8

8.58862876254 2.97743277146
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